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Outdoor Security Lighting Agreement
Non-Metered

The Electric Division of the Jackson Energy Authority (hereinafter called the Authority) and

      Mutually agrees as follows:
 1. The Authority will furnish, install and maintain an outdoor lighting unit and necessary poles at a  
 mutually agreeable location. The customer agrees to allow the Authority access to the location with  
 equipment necessary for the maintenance and operation of the light for the duration of its use. The  
 customer agrees to pay for the lighting installation for a minimum of one year. After one year it may  
 be canceled at any time. Any relocation of the outdoor lighting unit and/or pole(s) after the initial   
installation will be at the expense of the party requesting the relocation.

 2. If the only access to the installation is by crossing a driveway or through a yard, the Authority   
 shall not be held liable for any damages to the driveway or yard while crossing it with its equipment.  
 Unseen obstacles such as septic tanks, sprinkler systems, and such shall be located and marked by   
 the property owner before the utility equipment crosses the property as the Authority shall not be   
 liable for unseen or unmarked obstacles. (Optimal care will be taken)

 3. The outdoor lighting unit cost as indicated below is based on installation on an existing pole. If a  
 pole is required to be installed for the outdoor lighting unit or to support wires to the outdoor   
 lighting unit, a monthly charge based on the size of the pole will be added in the space reserved   
 below to arrive at the total charge per month. The charges for the lights and poles are subject to   
 change due to periodic rate adjustments. 

 4. The customer further agrees that the unit, with poles and conductor, will remain the property of   
 the Authority. 

 5. Monthly charges are agreed to as follows:

        Type Fixture or Pole         Number Requested                   Unit Cost       Monthly Charge

x

x

x

x

Total Charges Per Month $  plus tax

Contract Secured By:

Date:

Account No:

Work Order No:

Customer Signature

Service Address

Mailing Address


